


THE ESSENTIALS

The Essentials is comprised of a six-bottle grouping of wines that are stalwarts at the dinner table, 
wines of relatively modest price that offer value and diversity, making them reliable and enjoyable 
companions on a regular basis. Within this group, you will find a sparkling wine, two reds and two 

whites – all from different regions and of different grape varieties – plus, a “surprise” wine to 
introduce our subscribers to a wine that might be outside of the more usual vinous selections.

MAY 2020 

Sparkling Wine: Recaredo “Terrers” 2014
White Wine #1: Domaine Maurice Schoech, Riesling “Sonnenberg”, 2016

White Wine #2: Domaine du Nozay, Sancerre “Château » 2018
Red Wine #1 : Domaine Becheras, Saint Joseph, 2016

Red Wine #2 : Villa Sant’Anna, Vino Nobile di Montepulciano, 2016
SURPRISE WINE: Chateau Peyrassol, Cotes de Provence Rosé “Chateau”, 2019



THE PRODUCER

Josep Mata Capellades founded Cavas Recaredo 
in 1924, naming the domaine in honor of his father, 
Recaredo Mata Figueres. Josep built the cellars 
in his house in the historic centre of Sant Sadurní 
d’Anoia; parts of these cellars are now over 80 years 
old and have been conserved in their original form. 
Recaredo is currently managed by Josep’s sons, 
Josep and Antoni Mata Casanovas, and his grandson 
Ton Mata, who is actively involved to represent the 
succeeding generation. 

The estate produced some of the most compelling 
wines under the Cava DO until 2018, when they left 
the appellation and became founding members 
of the Corpinnat (heart of the Penedès, in Latin) 
group, composed of nine of the area’s leading 
estates. Recaredo is also a viticultural leader in the 
appellation, with biodynamic practices since 2006 
and biodynamic certification from Demeter since 
2010. 

THE WINE: 

RECAREDO “TERRERS” 2014

Fermented and aged in stainless-steel tank (except for a small portion of barrel-fermented and 
barrel-aged Xarel·lo) the Terrers cuvée spends five years sur lattes, imbuing it with great depth. 

A lesser wine perhaps would be overwhelmed by the yeastiness imparted by such aging, but the 
Terrers cuvée is instead defined by its pure limestone essence.

THE TERROIR

Recaredo owns 65 hectares in the Bitlles valley 
highlands of the Alt Penedès, with the Terrers cuvée 
coming from the heart of the estate’s holdings, 
including the Marèaneta, Pedra Blanc, Serral del Vell, 
Serral des Roure, and Montpedrós vineyards. All 
of these are on slopes of limestone-rich sand and 
clay soils littered with gravel, perfect for producing 
elegant and concentrated wines. This rugged terroir 
is perfectly transferred from soil to glass via the 
estate’s biodynamically tended, 10-40 year-old vines 
of Xarel·lo, Macabeu, and Parellada. 

Wines are separated by vintage with no reserve 
wine and are riddled by hand in traditional racks, 
disgorged manually without freezing the bottle’s 
neck, and aged entirely under natural cork. Since 
2013, the primary fermentation, which transforms 
must into base wine, is by inoculations of native 
yeasts. Since 2019, the secondary fermentation, 
which gives the base wines their pétillance, is by 
yeasts native to the domaine’s cellars. The wine 
sees no dosage and is completely dry, allowing its 
terroir to speak for itself without the interference of 
residual sugar.

TASTING NOTES
Crunchy yellow fruit  •  Dried honey



THE PRODUCER

The Schoech family can trace its roots in the 
vineyards of Ammerschwihr in Alsace back to 1650, 
although the current estate was established in 
1971 on the edge of this typical Alsacian village. 
The domaine retains the name Maurice Schoech, 
although today it is run by his sons, Jean-Léon 
and Sebastien. A longtime practicing biodynamic 
and organic estate, the domaine gained organic 
certification from Ecocert in 2014.

“The Sonnenberg is a south-facing lieu-dit on well-
draining granite soils with Guyot-trained vines that 
perfectly transmit its terroir; striking minerality 
leavened with enchanting floral, peach-like 
aromas, to the glass.” 

THE WINE: 

DOMAINE MAURICE SCHOECH, RIESLING  
“SONNENBERG”, 2016

Fermented spontaneously and aged for 12 months in stainless-steel tank followed by two years in 
bottle, the domaine’s Sonnenberg Riesling is an expansive, multilayered wine that deftly balances 

exoticism and precision in its complex profile. The fleshy palate resolves to a firm, insistent finish of 
striking dryness. With bottle age, the wine gains even more harmony, with the classic “oiliness” of 

Riesling complementing its profile.

THE TERROIR

The Schoech domaine owns 18 hectares of vines, 
mostly on prime hillside parcels climbing out of 
the Rhine valley into the Vosges mountains, almost 
all of them overlooking the neighboring villages of 
Kaysersberg and Ammerschwihr. The Sonnenberg is 
a south-facing lieu-dit on well-draining granite soils 
with Guyot-trained vines that perfectly transmit its 
terroir; striking minerality leavened with enchanting 
floral, peach-like aromas, to the glass.

TASTING NOTES
Glimmering, juicy notes of peach, nectarine, and papaya  •  Salty mineral core

Bound by acidity that is assertive but not dominant



THE PRODUCER

Back in 1971, the ambitious Philippe de Benoist 
purchased the stunning 17th-century Château 
du Nozay and began planting vines around the 
property. Today, his son Cyril runs the operation with 
boundless enthusiasm and effusive intelligence. In 
an appellation in which it is so easy – and tempting 
– to produce wine with a minimum of effort and 
rely on its famous name to sell it, Cyril’s restless 
pursuit of his terroir’s deepest possible expression is 
admirable. The estate operates under the strictures 
of an organic regimen fulfilled by adherence to 
biodynamic principles.

“While the wine retains Saint-Gemme’s Chablis-
like carriage of searing minerality, it also brings an 
imposing intensity and depth from the vineyard’s 
old vines. “

THE WINE: 

DOMAINE DU NOZAY, SANCERRE “CHATEAU” 2018

The de Benoist family produces a special cuvée from the estate’s oldest and best-exposed vines 
closest to the château itself, which is usually about 5% of total production. The fruit from the 50-

year old vines ferments spontaneously in stainless-steel tanks (50%) and wood barrels (50%); after 
about a year of elevage, this wine is blended and bottled in small quantity as an elite expression of 
this unique site. While the wine retains Saint-Gemme’s Chablis-like carriage of searing minerality, 
it also brings an imposing intensity and depth from the vineyard’s old vines. While it’s still lean and 
punchy, the vines’ diet of more sun and deeper subsoils reveals itself in a glimmer of glycerol suc-

culence on the mid-palate and a rounder, longer finish. 

THE TERROIR

Sancerre’s sprawl encompasses nearly 3,000 ha 
of vines, but the traditional heart of the appellation 
is a central core flanked by the towns of Sancerre, 
Bué, and Chavignol. In contrast, the 15 hectare 
Domaine du Nozay lies at the northernmost extreme 
of the appellation—a contiguous and steep bowl of 
vineyards just outside the town of Sainte-Gemme-
en-Sancerrois.  Sainte-Gemme’s micro-climate 
produces wines that are broad in structure with a 
marked earthiness. 

TASTING NOTES
Minerality, intensity and depth



THE PRODUCER

Etienne Bécheras is a veteran vigneron who brings 
an unapologetic confidence to his soulful wines. 
A weathered man with an imposing presence, it is 
clear that he spends the majority of his time working 
his steep, organically-farmed vineyards that are 
mostly located above the village of Arras in the mid-
section of the northern Rhone valley. The vineyards 
are planted almost exclusively to Syrah with most of 
the work being done by hand due to the precarious 
angle at which the vineyards lie.

THE WINE: 

DOMAINE BECHERAS, SAINT JOSEPH ROUGE 2016

After total destemming, the hand-harvested fruit from 10-65 year-old Syrah vines planted on 
Arras’s steep slopes ferments spontaneously in stainless-steel tanks, followed by 18-24 months of 
élevage in oak barrels of 225, 400, and 600-liter size. Not especially tannic, this wine is open and 

ready for consumption. In our minds, there could not be a more classical expression of 
Saint-Joseph than this cuvée.

THE TERROIR

The domaine farms organically, with its five hectares 
on flat lands along the Rhône planted to cherry and 
apricot trees. Four hectares on granite and schist 
slopes with thin topsoils are dedicated to the vine, 
with vineyards planted on long terraces supported 
by hand-constructed stone walls, which must be 
constantly rebuilt by hand to prevent collapse. The 
remainder of the property is dedicated to forest 
where the ash and acacia trees are used as building 
and heating materials and which offer the extra 
advantage of presenting ideal conditions for the 
growth of edible mushrooms and truffles, excellent 
pairings for the domaine’s Saint Joseph Rouge.

TASTING NOTES
Glimmering, juicy notes of peach, nectarine, and papaya  •  Balanced and open
Flattering sweet-cherry fruit  •  Bright mineral backbone  •  Haunting meatiness



THE PRODUCER

This beautiful azienda in the southern Tuscan hilltop 
village of Abbadia di Montepulciano is owned and 
operated by Simona Ruggeri and her two daughters, 
Anna and Margharita. Predominantly devoted to 
the production of fruits and vegetables, the estate 
devotes 10 hectares of prime hillside land to the vine. 
Prior to 1989 the wine was sold off in bulk, but, as 
an experiment, in 1990 the Ruggeri clan assembled 
their first wine for bottling. Called in to consult 
by a mutual friend to assess the result, we were 
impressed by this initial effort and tasted through 
the other wines in the cantina. Delighted by the 
quality of the fruit, we counseled the Ruggeri family 
to purchase a set of the finest botti from the barrel-
maker, Gamba, to age and refine these promising 
wines, and, beginning with the 1990 vintage, we 
commenced a long and joyous relationship with 
the estate which produces three red wines for us: 
a Chianti Colli Senesi, Rosso di Montepulciano, and 
the subject of this month’s “Essentials” package, Vino 
Nobile de Montepulciano, the prestige “cuvée of the 
estate.  There is also miniscule production of the 
ethereal Vin Santo, one of the truly exceptional wines 
of our portfolio.

THE WINE: 

VILLA SANT’ANNA, VINO NOBILE DI MONTEPULCIANO 2016
1993 was witness to the first Vino Nobile di Montepulciano bottling at Villa Sant’Anna, and each year since has 
been a testament to the prime sites and the Ruggeri family’s impeccable viticulture and cellar work. After total 

destemming, the wine ferments spontaneously in stainless-steel vats for 3 weeks. The wine is racked into a 
mix of small and medium-sized neutral French-oak barrels for two years, and is then bottled unfiltered and 

allowed to rest in the cool cellars of Sant’Anna for an additional 6 months before being released.  The estate’s 
Vino Nobile is often its most powerful and profound offering. In a region dominated by offerings of international 

grapes left to over-ripen on the vine, suffer abuse in the cellar, and drown in new oak, Villa Sant’Anna proudly 
maintains the traditions of this ancient region and its balanced, food-friendly, wines that speak emphatically of 

their Tuscan origin.

THE TERROIR

After finding magic in its Chianti parcels, the next 
logical step for the domaine was to purchase a prime 
parcel of fossil-rich Tufa limestone in the Vino Nobile 
DOC to marry several neighboring plots they already 
owned in the appellation. Based on the local clone 
of Sangiovese known as Prugnolo Gentile (85%), a 
splash of Merlot (8%), and Mammolo and Canaiolo 
(7%), the southwestern-facing, high-elevation Vino 
Nobile vineyards are divided between a younger 
planting and a parcel of 50-year old vines.

TASTING NOTES
Black cherry  •  Tobacco  •  Smoke licorice  •  Grilled herbs



THE PRODUCER

High in the hills of the Provençal interior, the 
Commanderie de Peyrassol saw its first harvest in 
1256, and wine production has continued on the 
property uninterrupted throughout the centuries. 
Through ownership by the Knights Templar and the 
Knights of Malta (which lasted until the Revolution), 
the estate eventually passed into the Rigord family in 
1870, although the first bottling for sale was not until 
1981. It was at that point, with Mme. Françoise Rigord, 
that RWM began its long relationship with the 
domaine. In 2001, the Rigord family sold the property 
to Philippe Austruy who has aggressively invested 
in this exceptional property, modernizing the cellars 
and expanding the holdings. In a region where rosé 
production seems to treble every decade, Peyrassol 
is one of a few estates still delivering classic, terroir-
driven wines.

THE WINE: 

CHATEAU PEYRASSOL, COTES DE PROVENCE ROSÉ “CHA-
TEAU”, 2019

Composed of Cinsault (46%), Grenache (27%), Mourvèdre (11%), Rolle (9%), and Syrah (7%),
the Château cuvée is direct-pressed and aged in stainless-steel tanks for 6 months before each 

variety is blended into one wine, then fined, filtered, and bottled.  This profound wine is a clear 
sibling of the higher volume “Commanderie” cuvée, but with an increased minerality and a longer, 

more driving finish. The “Chateau bottling, with its higher acidity, is more complex with a persistent 
finish that elevates the wine above the generic range of Rosé to make it actually age-worthy.

THE TERROIR

The estate, in the Var sub-region of Provence, 
controls 850 hectares with 165 ha dedicated to 
Mediterranean forests and only 80 hectare under 
vine.  Peyrassol farms organically, and is currently 
awaiting organic certification. The Château cuvée 
comes from the vintage’s best casks from parcels 
spread across the estate. These parcels are planted 
to 35-year-old Cordon-de-Royat trained vines 
on Triassic clay and limestone with a high gravel 
content. 

TASTING NOTES
Rigorous, saline  •  Tangy citrus fruits

“In a region where rosé production seems to treble every decade, Peyrassol 
is one of a few estates still delivering classic, terroir-driven wines.”



ABOUT US

It is our essential task to provide our clients with complex, joyous and 
satisfying wines that celebrate the artisan, respect nature and inspire 
the imagination. Wine, when crafted with these objectives, is a social 
tool, one that assists in the formation of relationships and stimulates 

emotion and memory. Our offers are designed to broaden your vistas, 
enhance your appreciation of traditional European wines and bring 

memorable experiences to your table, all to be enjoyed with friends. 

Justine A. Rosenthal, Neal’s daughter, spent many childhood weekends 
and school holidays “helping” in the store, riding the conveyor belt, 

being wheeled around on a hand truck and manning the register. Now a 
foreign-policy specialist and award-winning filmmaker, she could only 
resist the lure of the wine world for so long, and is delighted to once 

again be back amongst the vines, bouquets and bottles.  
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